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CUBES have a long history with Dauphin...

Founded in 1962 by Guenther Bosse, this producer of office desks, tables 
and partitions joined the Dauphin Human Design Group of companies in 
1992.

In the late 1990s, the first HumanSpace product was developed as a way to 
supply power & data through overheard transverses intersected by glass, 
upholstered and mechanical panels.  

In 2013, its successor, CUBES, was introduced.
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CUBES come in many sizes to 
accommodate different environments, 
but all are built around these core 
principles:


§  Freestanding extruded 
aluminum “skeleton” frame

§  Sits directly on the floor
§  Easy to install, demount, move 

& reinstall
§  Design flexibility
§  Wide range of finish options
§  Acoustic isolation & sound 

absorption
§  Plug & Play power system
§  LED lighting 
§  Patented ventilation solution 

for optimized air quality




Acoustic Panels

The PHONE & SPACE CUBE wall sections are comprised of a 
combination of insulated safety glass and acoustic fabric panels to 
increase sound absorption and provide sound isolation.  

The acoustic fabric panel consists of 8 layers of fabric, BASF 
Basotec® insulating material and wood core. Basotec® is flame 
resistant and has a high sound absorption capacity and thermal 
insulation properties.   As a result, Space CUBES achieve:
•  NRC Class A, sound absorption rating of .95, and
•  STC Insulation value of 38 dB 
. 

(Cross	sec0on	of	acous0c	fabric	panel)	



Wall Finish Options:


•  Insulated safety glass
•  Fabric acoustic panels (see 

dauphin.com for updated list 
of approved fabrics)

•  Melamine panels
•  Whiteboard panels


All walls can be specified with 
different finishes except the 
doorway, which must be glass. 



Custom print 
tapestries can be 
applied to fabric 
acoustic panels  to 
facilitate branding 
or messaging needs. 


Custom Wall Graphics



The climate is controlled by a 
patented independent ventilation 
system with a variable control. Air 
exchanges up to every 2 minutes, 
preventing CO2 build up.

Climate Control



The patented ventilation system is independent of the building 
ventilation. Air from the room where the Cube sits is exchanged with air 
in the Cube, and circulates according to the Coanda Effect. 


Space	CUBE	air	flow	(Coanda	effect)). 

Space Cube Ventilation System



LED	Ligh-ng	

Each CUBE comes standard with 
LED ceiling lights, which have an 
adjustment level of 0-500 LUX 
and a warranty of 40,000+ hours. 



	Electrical Box

•  Color-coded plug & play system

•  Safety notches ensure proper plug alignment

•  Plugs into standard grounded duplex outlet, or can be 

hard wired

•  IP 56 enclosure seals from dust & liquid spray

Central box powers entire system





Aluminum Skeletal Frame

•  Flexibility to meet a range of different size 
      requirements


•  Enables walls to be furnished with power & data
•  Glides adjust up to ¾” to provide a level enclosure
•  Installs and disassembles in 4 – 6 hours
•  U-shaped drop gasket skirt provides acoustic and air seal 

Skeletal frame for Phone CubeProfile of adjustable glide and 
U-shaped drop gasket





Since 2013, CUBES have been installed 
in the offices of many leading 
international brands:

•  SANOFI-
AVENTIS

•  BASF
•  BMW
•  BOSCH 

REXRODTH
•  INFINEON
•  MAN
•  PORSCHE
•  SIEMENS
•  TU MUNICH
•  ZF
•  TuV

•  NESTLE
•  GENERALI
•  ROBERT 

BOSCH AG
•  JONES LANG 

LASALLE
•  BARILLA
•  LUFTHANSA
•  SONY
•  TELEKOM
•  DEBEKA
•  DELOITTE 



Bosse, the Dauphin sister company 
that produces CUBES, is consistently 
ranked #1 for product quality in a 
survey of German office furniture 
dealers. This achievement attests to 
the strength of our German 
engineering and manufacturing 
processes.




